PIETRO CLEMENTE

Folklore studies and
ethnoanthropological
research in Italy: 1960-1980*
The Italian experience represents a rather unusual chapter in the context of international studies and its presentation here is, consequently, not an easy task,
especially since space does not allow any supporting reference to the related
subject of Italian society and culture at large. In my outline of some of the trends
emerging between 1960 and 1980, I shall be forced to operate a few - perhaps
debatable - choices and, maybe, to overlook mentioning or examining authors
and works otherwise worthy of every attention. A further problem in trying for an
updating account is that the rhythm of research studies is always faster than that
of the corresponding editorial production, so that is always a consequent gap of
one or more years between the two processes. However, in order to offer reliable
orientation, I shall only refer to the dates of published literature and not to the
actual times of the various researches. Also, I shall give absolute priority to books
and complete works, rather than to articles and essays, and to scientifically
established scholars, rather than to those younger generations of scholars who are
still in their formative years.
Most of the attention in this outline will go to folklore studies, which
correspond to Letteraturae Storia delle TradizioniPopolari(literature and history of
folk traditions) in the teaching courses of our university system. However, since
there is no complete correspondence between teaching and research fields, it often
happens that cultural anthropologists and ethnologists (whose official teaching
positions are here labelled , respectively, AntropologiaCulturaleand Etnologia)also
deal with the field of folklore 1• In view of this, and also considering the increasing
contacts among the above types of scholars, I shall also give a partial account of
both ethnological and anthropological studies. It should here be added that, in
order to stress the existing methodological and theoretical affinities among the
various sectors, the all-inclusive term demo-etno-antropologico
(demo-ethnoanthropological) has recently been coined (Cirese, 1967) to refer to the three
disciplinary fields.

I.
The situation of Italian studies has undergone a great change - also in the institutional sense - since the years 1950- 1960, a period which saw a first significant
consolidation of these studies within the academic system. The picture was rather
changed even in respect to the informative account published in 1967 on Ethnolo• I am grateful to my colleague Carla Bianco for translating my article into English.
I Owing to the well -establish com munication potentials of the term folklore in international scholarship, I
decided to use it here though co ntrary to my usual practice. In It aly, in fact, the use of the term dem ology (and
its derivates: demological , demologist, etc.) has becom e curr ent ly used and conceptually pr efer red by a
considerable number of scholars .
Professore Pietro Clemente, Universila degli studi di Firen ze, Facolta di lett ere e filosofia, Istitutodi Filosofia, Via
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gia Europea (Cir se, 1967). The change was due both to the inclusion of many
teaching courses in Cultural Anthropology in Lh various a ademic pr gram ,
and to the in rea ing popularity gained by ethno -anthropological discipline in
general, from the lat 1960s tlu-ough the 1970s, even outsid the university and
scientific world. The outcome of this n w interest was Lhe appearance of a new
class of scholar , haracterized by different views and training, and in the birth of a
series of non-acad mic initiatives (such a clubs and circles, non professional
research rs, regional and local activities like new museographic experiences and
so on). This multiform wave of undertakings produced a rich debat which also
saw the participation of scholars from university circles.
It is here impossible to draw an exhaustive description of Lhe wide range of
structures - university chairs, centres and arcbjves museums, etc. - sponsoring or
activating the above initiatives, of the amount of public investments engaged in
the various sectors of research, and of the quantity of publishing forces involved.
The overall size of this activity is still weak if we compare it with mor consolidat ed fields of scientific research. However, it is not at ail insignificant and the trend
has been constantly expanding in the last two decades. The present picture of the
urnversity operators in our field is ralher difficult to describe. The new legislation
(1980- 1981)has assigned university scholars to three permanently held levels: the
professoreordinario(to some extent equivalent to 'full professor'), the professore
aassociato(literally, though not exactly corresponding to, 'associate professor'),
and the ricercatore
(~·esearchfellow'); in addition, there is a new temporary position
which has been established: the professore
a contratto(contracted professor). The
application of this new normative is still in progress and il is therefore too early to
give a comprehensive picture of the distribution of scholars throughout our university system. My estimate, however, of th individuals offtcia]ly enrolled in the
teaching positions of the demo-etbno -antlu-opological disciplines runs to a total
of about 150, with an age span between 30 and 65, and a numerical distiibution
clearly showing the highest presence in the central and southern universities . To
these should be added the significant number of extra-academic scholars and the
large groups of local non -professional operators, mostly engaged in th sector of
regional folklore. To this day, th system ~till lacks specific d partments and
schools for specialization in this field, whicli is st.ill taugbl as part of other programmes, such as phil sophical and socialogical. Professional associations are
also lacking, with the exception of the CentroItaliano Di AntropologiaCulturalc
(CIA C),which goes back to the heated discussions that marked the admission of
anthropological teaching in our schools. I should also mention the existence of a
few extra -academic national structures,such as theMuseo NazionaleDiArtiE Tradizioni Popolari(National museum for popular arts and traditions) in Rome and
the el:hnomusicological and folkloric sections of the DiscotecaDf Stalo, also in
Rome. Finally, besides ome initiatives tending to consider folklore materials as
part of the general programme for the protection of culture and environment,
there is a whole network of local Lhnographi museums, while the main public
institutions for extra-European ethnography is Lbe MuseoPigoriniin Rome.
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II.
Some of the traits characterizing Italian studies of the last twenty years can be
summarized broadly as follows:
A) Great attention to and participation in the theoretical and id eological
debate. Idealistic historicism, Gramsci's Marxist histori cism, and theoretical
Marxism (the latter since 1960's) have been the basic points of reference to
approach - for confrontation or assimilation - different currents and schools :
Russian-Czechoslovakian functionalism, French structuralism and semiotics,
American cultural anthr opolo gy, and , to a lesser extent, British social anthropology. The importance at tributed to th eory is indicated by the frequent discussions
about the meaning and the use of the concept of cul u re and on t h relation hip
between culture and social class. Itali an studi es have been deeply affected b y
philosophi cal thought : first, they felt the imp act of Lhe idealism ofB . Croc e who as
the most influ ential It alian philo soph er of th e fu-st par t of his centur y and of A.
Gramsci' s Q,uardcrni
dal carcere2(note s from prison). Th en mor e recently , th y
were concerned with theoretical Marxism th e •rankfur t school, ph nom enology
and existentialism, and finally, with th e int ernation al con troversy on episte mology of sciences. In the last few years, It alian position s and point s of reference do
not seem to have been different from those of the international debate.
B) Th e historical appr oach is wid ely considered as most relevant for at least
tlu-ee fields of res each: lhe historical dynamics of the phenomena under investigation, that of the social group s and of the entire society, and the history of research .
Th e las aspect is particularl y relevan t in Italy, where one finds an abundance of
discussion and research on indi vidual scholars and on phases of study. In the last
twenty years, for example, the first decade of the post-war period (1947 - 57) has
been intensely studied. That decade was significant for Italian culture at large
because it was characterized both by continuity of previous traditions, and by a
new trend of study which was politically connected with the left and with the
movements of peasant and industrial workers. In particular, that trend of research
was deeply influenced - as was most iof the post-war Italian culture - by the
publication in those same same years of Gramsci' Q,uaderni.The historical
approach has acquired great relevance in the scientific work of Ernesto De
Martino, an ethnologist and historian of religions who has made a wide study of
the folk traditions of the Italian South . Comi ng from a formative background of
idealism and historicism, he did extensive field research and reached theoretical
and philosophical positions which were partly influenced by existentialism and
marxism. The recurrent attention dedicated to th e history of our studies has pro-

'2 Among the many im po rtant aspect s d iscu sse d in th is famou s work , is its sp ecie fic inter pr etat ion an d de fin ition
of folklore as th e "cultural m anif estation s of sub ordinat e cla sses" . See als o Ci rese, l!J7(i.
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duced a specific literature which I think deserv s mention in itself, and to allow
possible checking and comparison with my pres ntation 8 .

C) The sector of empirica l research is probabJy the least equipped with an
established body of systematic and unified knowledge. The inOu ence of idealism,
which stretched from after World War I through the 1950 , has caused, along with
the rejection of sociology and of empirical methods, the isolation of Italian studies
from the great European sociological schools and has noticeably marked also the
studies of the following years . Professional field work acl iviLy has been limited to
extra-European ethnology up till the l 50s, when E . De Martino started team
fieldwork in Southern Italy ..But even after that, there was no significant develop ment in systematic recording and documenting methods, as the lack of specific
literature on this subject readily shows. A certain improvement in collecting criteria started in the 1960s,with respect to the sound recording of folksongs, tales, and
folk music in general.
Community studies, as well as monographs on villages, specific areas and individual social groups, are still rarely practised by Italian scholars , while several
researchers of Anglo-Saxon background have often conducted such studies jn
Italy, especially in the South. On the other hand, some field studies on urban and
emigration problems have been accomplished in the 1960s and 1970s,but the initiative in those cases was always due to Italian scholars with direct experience or
training in foreign universities (i.e., Tentori, 1972, Bianco 1966 and 1974, Signorelli 1977).
D) The published literature of the last twenty years mostly consists in histori cal and theoretical works, or in essays and articles dealing wi h Lhe analysis of
single culture traits 4 . Another recurrent form of pub Licat.ion consists in wide sur3 Of international fame in this connection was the recent article b V. rottanclli, "Eth nology and/or Cul!uru l
Anthropology in Jtn.ly:TracliLion5and devclopmcnts"in : C11rrc111Ani/11opology,
ll!,4 (W7i ):5!)3- liH , with com n,enr s by C.Auscnda,B . Bcrnardi , U . Bianchi, Y.M . Bodemnnn,) . Good , ..Jablonko,.0.1.Kcrtzcr, V. Lanter ·
nari, A. Maru.zzi,L. Laurcnchich M inelli, .M. Moss,H.R.H. l' ri~Cl' Peter of Gr ·eccand Denmr,rk,D. Pin Lo, P.
Scotti , T . Ten tori, and a repl y by the author . Also outstandini, in this co nnection we.re the following publica tions: V. Lanternari, "Le nuove scie nze umane in It alia . ,enc si e sviluppi" In : A111l1topolo
gia G impnialismo
(Einaucli: Torino, 1974): 32] -J ,~8; G. Angioni, "Alcuni aspe ll l dell a ricerca demologica in lt nlln ncll 'ullimo
dc cen nio" in Folkloreatwtropologia,edH ed IJy A.M. ircse (Palumbo : Pal rmo 1972): t,l!J- l!Jfi; P. . o lina , '"LI
dibaliil o sull'a11lropologia cul turale", op . cit., pp. 19; -.l!;Jfi;variou a rticle on theiwo pedal is$ueof Problwil
delSocialismo(nos. 15 and 16, both of 1979),in particu lar, T. Tentori, "1 otoe memori e p · runa dis c usslonedella
imposta,.ione dell 'antropolot,•ia cu 1turale in Italia ncgli anni •so~
(no . IH 197!)): !IS· l'.!'2. For pccia l s1ud ies on
lhefiJLies, see /I dibattitosulfolklore ill /111/ia,
edited by P. I mcntc. M.L. Mconi, M. quillacdoui (Edizion i di
Culture Populnre : Milan, l!J76), co nt ain ing essays written by the edito rs and antho logical reproductions or
important works. Fora ge11eml history of Itali an stu di es within th e inl crn:itional rescar h picl u'-' , sec also .
occ hiarn torladel folklor i11Europn{BoriJ1ghicri :Torino HJ7'.!.Fi rst ed. l!J5'2) and A.M . Cirese ID73. Among
recent cs.soy· on th relation ship between history and antlu ·opo logy, sec A. Rigoli Magia e elnostoria
(Boringhi eri : Torino, 1978).
4 This typcofpub lication follow the traditiona l tr nd or mpiri al praxis dominnting ll allnn studies, that is the
co l I c1ion of oral malcril1.L~(proverbs ,songs, tnlcs clc.) nnd or cuslo,ns . A repre sc ntat ivc a11alysi ofa singlt: cu l·
ture trait is that of A.M. Cirese "Note per una nu ova indnginc sugli str tunbotti dell origini rornnnze , dclla
so~icta quattro-cinqu ccente sea e dell a tradizion e 1.)
rnlc rn()dcmn", in: Giomal, Storicu delta li11g 1wltalia,rn,
XLIV, 44.5-448 (Wli7): 1- .54 and 491-566 respectively .
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veys, based both on the historical analysis of data drawn from literature, and on
field investigation 5 : most of these works aim at reaching theoretical interpretations of phenomena. The rapport with the field is not established following the
Malinowskian tradition, but being considered only as a sort of testing
opportunity, is characterized by short residence on the spot, repeated sessions,
and sometimes by indirect m eans of recording data. T he seclor of extra-European
ethnological studies show s a more sophisticated empi rical traditionr,. However,
even this kind of research lacks a solid literature on field methodology. Some ethno-anthropological investigations are based on methods of quantification and
measurement (questionnaires of sociological type) and are largely dedicated to
the study of values (Tullio Altan 1974, Signorelli 1977, and others). There are also
introductory manuals, mostly of a historical and theoretical character 7. Among
the latter, the work of A.M. Cirese, Cultura egemonicae culturesubalterne(HegeMmonic culture and subordinate cultures) of 1973, has exerted a special function of
orientation in the general scientific debate.
Journals are few and, in addition, no journal plays the role of central reference
for the entire 'scientific community'. The only folklore journal of long tradition
(since the 1900s) is Lares,published by Olschki in F1orence, and presently directed
by G.B. Bronzini, of the University of Bari. In the last decade, the F1accovio
Publisher of Palermo has issued a new journal largely based on semiotic
approaches: Uomoe cultura(man and culture), directed by A. Buttitta of the University of Palermo. In those same years, another journal was started by F. Angeli,
publisher in Milan: L 'Uomo(man), a periodical especially dedicated to ethnology
and directed by V. Grottanelli, of the University of Rome . Finally, La ricerca
folklorica (folklore reserch) started its publications in Brescia for the Grafo Puhl. Co.,
under the direction of C. Sanga. There is also a certain number of university bulletins and reviews of various kinds, such as the well-known Bollettinodel Repertorioe
dell'Atlante DemologicoSardo (Bulletin of the Repertoire and of the Sardinian
Demological Atlas), BRADS, published by the University of Cagliari and directed by E. Delitala, besides other local and non -academic periodicals largely devoted to folklore-materials . In addition, many reviews and journals of disciplines
other than anthropology often publish contributions from our field ; among such
periodicals is the highly qualified Q,uaderniStorici, published by II Mulino of
Bologna.

5 Some of De Martino's works can b e mentioned her as exam ples: Mor lee pi an lo rituale: dal lam ento fun ebre
antico al pianto di Mari a (dea th an d ritu al mourning: from anc ient funeral lamen tati ons to Mar y's mourning}
(Boringhierei : Torin o, 19 75. First ed . l!J58} and La Ter ra de] R imo rso, 1%1.
Ii See the bibliogra phi cal indi cat ions in th e menti oned articl e by V. Gro tt anelli, 1!177.
7 See, for example , B. Bernardi 1974, G. Bonomo , 1970, G .B. Bron zini , l!J7 l, and C . Tullio Altan, 1971.
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III. A brief outline of the 1960s
I am again forced to somehow simplify the picture and to limit my analysis to
the new emerging trends. The sixties were mostly characterized by the controversial introduction of cultural anthropology (of American tradition) in the teaching
system and by the discussion on French structuralism (especially on LeviStrauss).
A) The heated debate over the introduction of cultural anthropology started
in the fifties with a first formulation of viewpoints and proposals mainly due to
Tullio Tenl ori. That first stat ement was lat er expanded in a fam ou s Memorandum
and subsc ribed by numerous Italian schola.rs8 . In 1962, the First Confetepceon CulturalAnthropologymarked the addressing of much criticism to contemporary folklore and ethnological studies. The critics supported the inclusion of Cultural
Anthropology in the academic teaching programmes as well as its role of total and
all-inclusive science. According to that role, its purpose was to study culture (and
subcultures) as a system of values and patterns, and concern itself with contemporary society and its transformations; finally, its necessary development would
consist in a sort of applied praxis (applied anthropology) with implications of
social-planning.
Although still criticized from various parts, that first orientation is today a
stable part of our studies and, while the term "Cultural Anthropology" has
rapidly entered the university denomination system, the connection is being lost
with some of the theoretical proposals of the "Memorandum". Further, the followers of that first approach and method have by now developed various theoretical
differentiations and often choose marxism as a priviliged point of reference and
discussion.
The other relevant aspect of the period was represented by a special interest in
structuralism and in French Culture in general. This diffused interest was accompanied by remarkable amount of translation. It must here be pointed out that the
interest of various disciplines (i.e.: literature, philosophy, etc.) for structuralism
came at a time in which Italian culture was most available for critical revisions
and quite receptive towards new ideas. The debate that started in connection
with structuralism became large enough to reach even the divulgative levels of
popularity, whereby the critics (especially from the side of marxism and historicism) often accused the new approach of being just a fashion.
A "re-thinking" of the Russian-Czechoslovakian functionalism (Propp, Bogatyrev ,Jakobson, Meletinski, Mukarovskij), and the penetration of French structu-

8 For a historical account of this event, see

T_

Tentori 1979.
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ralism (especially, Levi-Strauss, but also Barthes, Greimas, and others) have
deeply influenced ethno-anthropological studies. Far from being definable as
"fashion", they have profoundly affected, for example, the methods of studying
oral traditions, as well as theoretical frames of references. Thus, folklore studies
started referring to linguistics and to semiotics, in order to borrow scientific criteria that could partly replace the old philological and literary approaches of the
folklore study of the XIX century.
B) Apart from the already mentioned new trends, there have been other deep,
though less perceivable, processes: of continuity with the past, of interaction
among various positions, as well as processes of slow adaptation and redefinition
of problems and methods. Scholars of pre-war training, for example, were still
fully operative in the sixties: they had absorbed the German and the British orientations (i.e. evolutionism and diffusionism), as well as the influence of Italian
idealistic historicism. Folklorists of that age-group, such as Vittorio Santoli, Guiseppe Cocchiara, and Paolo Toschi, were writing some of their central works in the
early sixties 9 and the main institutional work in the field of ethnology (Grottanelli
1965) was published precisely in those years. Furthermore, most of the processes
actually started in the 1950s continued and developed throughout the sixties, for
example, the influence of Gramsci's thought and the folklorists' interest in establishing a rapport with the peasant and the proletarian movements.
In 1961 and in 1962, De Martino's last two important works were published. He
considered structuralism as an anti-historical and irrationalistic tendency and,
when he died in 1965, the controversy about that current had reached its highest
peak; in the late seventies, when all his unpublished materials were issued (De
Martino, 1977), his positions still represented a central occasion for comparison
and discussion. Meanwhile, his theoretical and field research had variously in fluenced several folklorists, ethnomusicologists, and historians of religions (i.e. C.
Gallini, A. Di Nola, D. Carpitella, L. Lombardi Satriani), and in many personal
ways, these scholars continued (at least partially) to refer to De Martino for their
subsequent research. Alberto M. Cirese, on the contrary, abandoning the historicistic traditions, developed an original project of folklore study based on the following elements: a "social" definition of the field of study (the culture of the
subordinate classes in correlation with different levels of the oral traditions, and
an interest in epist emology and methodology which led him to seek a possible
application of the methods of logic to demo-ethno-anthropological
studies 10.
Diego Carpitella and Roberto Leydi, on the other hand, matured a theoretical
9 V. Santoli, I cam i popol ar\_italiani: ricerche'e questioni (new enlarged edition, Sansoni: Firenze, l!)(i8), G. Coe·
chiara, L'eterno 5..,Jva:1,i;
io (Uomo e Cultura Tes ti: Palermo, rnn. First ed. !!Hi!) and Il mondo all a rovescia (the
world upside-down) (Einaudi: Torino, 196:-l),P. Toschi,Artepopolare
italiana (Italian folk art) (C. Bestetti Editori d'arte: Roma, 1959).
IO For French readers, see A .M. Cirese, "Alterite et denivellement culturels clans les societes <lites superieures" in:
Ethnologia Europaea,I, I (1%7): 12 · :rn.For the application of logic, see A.M. Cirese, "Di alcune semi-logiche
operazioni semiologiche" (of some semi-logical semiological operations), in: Uomoe Cultura, VIII· IX, 1.5· 4.5.
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definition of ethnomusicology that aimed at drawing a distinctive line between
the old "literary" tradition of folklore studies and a new and independent discipline.
Toward the end of the sixties, there was a strong tendency to stress the political
and cultural relevance in anthropological study. The discussion was about the
relationship between ethnological research, on the one side, and colonialism and
imperialism on the other. Within this framework, Lanternari continued the most
original aspects of the historicistic tradition (in ethnology and in the history of the
religions) with his dynamist and critical studies of the Third World". In the field
of folklore, the specific aspect of the relationship between politics and research
was developed by the joint activity of G. Bosio, the Nuovo CanzoniereItaliano (the
new Italian song-book), and the Istituto Ernesto De Martino of Milan, a group
whose program me was that of stud ying the• prol e a1ian and popular world" and
to contribute to a project of 'self-e manc ipation of th e pro letariat " 12. An alogously,
the writings of Luigi Lombardi Satriani supported the hypothesis of the "contestative value of folklore", a much discussed theme during the seventies, in the general debate over the cultural life of the working classes and the phenomenon of
revival (Lombardi Satriani 1968).
C) In this paragraph I refer to a random sample of texts which I find representative enough of the Italian trends of the sixties.

La Terra del Rimorso (the land of the remorseful bite: 11Saggiatore: Milano,
1961) by Ernesto De Martino is a historical-comparative research study of the cultural consequences of the 'bite' of mythological animals. After a thorough bibliographical survey and a period of group preparation, De Martino led a team of
scholars to a field investigation of the phenomenon of tarantismoin Apulia. The
latter implies a complex ritual by which the mythical bite of a taranta (tarantula)
is followed by cycles of highly energetic therapeutical dances until physical
exhaustion and the overcoming of the "crisis" ensue. The ritual dance is interpreted in this book as a collectively approved cultural answer - of a mythical qualityto the precarious life conditions of the southern peasant populations. De Martino's aim was also that of accomplishing a sort of ,,religious history" of southern
peasant society and of examining its relationship with the official Church. Further, he intended to bring Italian intellectuals to a sens of self-criticism of their

11 V. Lantemari 1960 and 1967 (a discussion of which is in the following pages). In his "Le nuove scienze in Italia"
(see notes 3, 13), Lantemari attributes this tradition of study to the teaching of R. Pettazzoni, on the ethnology
of religion, betweem 1920 and 1940's. To this same tradition he attributes the formation of scholars like V.
Grottanelli, E. Cerulli, T. Tentori.
12 This was a special research group whose original work dealt with the revival issues as well as with the new prolest and militant song, with traditional and political discography, with empirical research, and with the publication of materials collected in the XIX and XX centuries . For a general picture of those activities, see some of
G. Bosio's essays published after his death in L 'intellettuale rovesciato(Edizioni Bella Ciao: Milano, 197.5).
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past attitudes toward the problems of our South. The Italian word "rimorso"
(remorse) refers, both to the repetitive character of the mythical bite (it comes
back every year, injune), and to the sense of social guilt that ought to punish the
intellectual elites).
A.M. Cirese's articles "Concenzioni de mondo, filosofia spontanea e i stinto di
classe nelle 'Osservazioni sul folklore' di Antonio Gramscii" ("world views, spontaneous philosophy and class instinct in Gramsci's 'Observations on folklore"',
originally written in 1969 and republished in lntellettuali,folkloree istintodi classe,
1976), beside touching upon the political use of folklore, mainly appli es a structu ralist' technique in analysing Gramsci's pages, in order to establish the folklore
pertinence of the "Observations". Folklore is thus interpreted as the entire set of
"worldviews and life concepts of the subordinate classes", in a given relationship
with the hegemonic culture, and within the framework of "different levels of culture".

In Occidentee T.erz:,o
Mondo(Western and Third World), Vittorio Lanternari does
a systematic and critical survey of ethno-anthropological
studies on the Third
World. From a historical and comparative perspective, he analyses the relationship existing, in ethnological societies, between traditional local religions and the
great western religions. Previously, he had studied messianic and religious movements as political and social expressions and as vehicles of social transformations.
Occidentee TerzoMondocompletes those studies, besides continuing and developing the Italian tradition and Pettazzoni's historical-religious school. From an
international perspective, Lanternari's original approach is not too far from the
"dynamistic" positions of P. Worsley and G. Balandier.
As for the remaining orientations of Italian Cultural Anthropology in the sixties, it is useful to refer to the papers of the 1st National Conference of Cultural
Anthropology (Milan 1962), published in that same year in issue 3 and 4 of the
journal Il PensieroCritico.

IV A Brief Sketch of the Seventies
The various discussions and new attitudes of the previous decade noticeably
reduced the gap between Italian studies and the international scientific community. The work of the latter became better known here also thanks to the publication of a large and diversified range of essays. The development ofltalian studies,
however, continued to show certain original traits and attitudes which I think
deserve mention. Among other things, it must be said that the influence of the
1968 student movements has somehow contributed to force our studies to seek an
intellectual renovation.
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A survey of the literature shows the following emerging aspects: a continued
relationship between anthropology and marxism; a relationship between academic research, on the one hand, and social and institutional aspects oflocal territories, on the other (i.e.: social organizations, regional and provincial administra·,ions, cultural cir !es of various kinds, etc. ); the relationship bel een demO·
e hno-anthropological studies and other disciplin s (in particular, the specia l
interest showed by some historians toward our fi Id, but also the emerg nc of
more articulated inter-disciplinary attitudes, including an increasing exchange of
experience among the various sectors of anthropology).
A) It may be surprising that, although a partial influence of Gramsci's writings
and the consequent search for contacts with the workers' movement had started
as early as the late forties, the actual debate on anthropology and marxism only
'emerged' in the seventies. A possible explanation is that, up to the sixties theoretical marxism had been read in Italy through the lens of historicism; the latter, a
form often labelled as 'integral historicism', had mostly operated within the
classic fields of humanities, such as history, literary, artistic and historical
criticism, and so on. Folklore studies - or portions of them - had thus considered
Gramsci (who was still, though polemically, tied to Croce's idealism) one of their
points of reference. However, they had not directly referred to Marx or to the
theoretical development of marxism. Among other things, it may also be that the
impact of structuralism and the far-reaching ambitions of Cultural Anthropology
acted as a more important factor toward a direct rapport with theoretical marxism, than with ideological and historical conceptual references. It is a matter of
fact, however, that an open-minded and non-dogmatic interest for theoretical
marxism only started in the sixties, with the appearance of several philosophical
schools and with waves or "re-readings" (often non orthodox), which were in open
polemic with the tradition of the Third International and with the historicistic
mediation and interpretation. In anthropological studies, the previous attitudes
clearly produced the intensive interest for German and French marxjsm (i.e.:
Althuser, Godelier, and the 'Frankfurt School'). Another factor is to be found in
the political climate of the late sixties and early seventies, in which a strong electoral gaining of the left also produced expectations of positive changes for the
potentials of knowledge and encouraged a practical commitment of the scholars
in the problems of culture organization.
In 1974 in Florence and in 1977 in Milan, a series of meetings among specialists
opened a systematic discussion of the relationship between marxism and anthropological studies. Those meetings were sponsored by cultural institutions belonging to areas of the political left, such as the Istituto Gramsci and the Fondazione
Feltrinelli. In 1979, two special issues of the journal Problemidef Socialismo(nos. 15
and 16) were entirely dedicated to the theme "Marxist orientations and Italian
Anthropological Studies". There is an important difference between the earlier
initiatives (of Florence and of Milan) and the journal issues of 1979, which show a
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change in the intellectual milieu. The first two meetings established general comparisons between common anthropological trends and marxist theory in general,
while the 1979 essays examined more specific themes: marxism and economic
anthropology, problems of "subj e ti vi ty", evalu a tion of th e history of studies and
so on 13 . This means,of cours that a step ah ead had been taken with respect to the
earlier levels of discussion, that is to say, a deeper awareness had been acquired of
the relationship between problems of anthropological research and theoretical
patterns of reference .
A similar development can be traced for the anthropological practice applied
to territorial cu.lt11I:alpolicies: i.e., re lationship s with local institutions, problems
of the social use of folk culture (or folklore), and so on. These themes have mainly
involved the participation of folklorists cultural anthropologists, and scholars
from other disciplines, such as linguistics and dialectology (expecially if applied
to educational programme).
Th e mid -sixties had alread y presenled some early initiative s of "reproposals"
(revival) of folk culture aiming at enhancin g poliLical an d social awaren ess. It had
been a sort of peculiar folk revival, characterized by a marked tendency toward
themes of political struggle . That previous phenomenon, however , had been
limited to a function of "avant -gard e" and onl y involved res tricted groups and
individual scholars. In the seven ties, it acquir ed wid er propor tions with a large
presence of cultural clubs, circles, and revival groups. Many scholars became
deeply involved in the cultural problems of single territories and regions, while a
veritable mass of non -specialists also started operating a large scale field collection of folk traditions. Folklore became widely present in popular discography
and in the media in general. Although this phenomenon was often judged as a
"misleading fashion", it undoubtedly produced a noticeable effect ofrevitalization - especially in peripheral areas - of entire bodies of traditions, customs, and
expressive forms which had seemed to disappear in the sixties, under the devasting influence of consumerism .
13 I think it may be of interest to give a description of the contents of these two special issues:
no. 15: P.G. Solinas, "L'antropologia
come storia na tumle del prufillo . 'r itic,~ <ldl'eco nomia nt•oc la.,~i a in
antropo logia "; . Pasquinelli,"
immetrie tru 1111tropolugia cultttralc e marxismn . h incrari rli un u11fro
11to in
Italia • in Francia"; T. Seppilli, ''N utralita e uggeuivit~ nelle scienY.est ic iali . Linc per una rlflcssu 111c~ntica
sul rapporto fra conoscenza e prassi"; A.M. Cirese, "Note provvisorie su segnicita, fabrilita, procreazione e primato delle infrastrutture";
P. Clemente, "Dislivelli di cultura e studi demologici italiani"; G . Angioni, "Tre
riflessioni ed una premessa autocriticasu
cultura e cultura populare"; V. Padiglione, "Osservatoreeosservalo:
problemi di conoscenza e rappresentazione.
La vicenda Scotellaro"; C. Gallini, "Note su De Martino e l'e tnocentrismo critico" . The overall title of number 1.5is: Orientamenti
marxisti e studi anlropologici italiani:
Problemi e dibattiti. Part. ILIt contains the following contributions: A .M. Sobrero, "Problemi di ricostruzione
della mentalita subalterna: Letteratura e circolazione culturale alla fin e dell' 800"; L. Lombardi Satriani,
"Real ta meridionale e conoscenza demologica. Li nee per una storia deg Ii studi demologici deg Ii anni postu nitari alla conquista dell a Libia"; S . Puccini e M. Squillacciolli, "Per una prima ricostruzion e critico-bibliografica degli studi demo -etnoantropologici
italiani nel periodo fra le dueguerre"; T . Ten tori, "Note e memorie per
una discussione sulla impostazione dell'antropologia
culturale in Italia negli anni 'SO"; V. Lantcrnari, "Le
scienze religiose in Italia e la prospettiva storico-antropologica";
F. Apergi, "Marxismo, antropologia, scienze
sociali ,di sinistra': Note su un dibattito italiano" ,

...
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Within th e above tendency, one can distinguish two dominating themes : Firstly
the socio-political value of folklore (regardless of its progressive quality ).
Secondly an urgent demand for wider documentation and a policy of protection
of traditional materials (viewed as "cultural goods"), to be destined for public use.
In 1975, the value of folklore was actuall y the theme of a passionate debate, in
newspapers, magazines and journals, mainly due to the ideal initiative of Luigi
Lombardi Satriani. In a short volume with the significant title of Folkloreand Profit
(1973), he had denounced the tendency of the mass media and the dominant
classes to edulcorate and to exploit some aspects of folklore, in order to eliminate
(or to hide) its most oppositional and antagonistic potentials and identity. He
went as far as to speak of the ethnocide of a southern Italian culture which was
resisting capitalism. The second theme, that of a demand for documentation and
protection of the "cultural goods", found its expression in the great development
of local museography, in the opening of study centres sponsored by municipalities, and in the recurrent discussion over the methods of recording , cataloguing
and archiving traditional materials (both sounds and objects). The end result, a
strengthened interest in the methods for the st udy of folkways , is reflected in the
numerous conferences, publications and nat ional initia tives 14 .
B) For a better understanding of the seventies, the aspects already indicated
as "emerging" should be considered in correlation with other tendencies, more
profound and systematic, which actually represented a substantial continuity of
the sixties. In 1973, Alberto M. Cirese published Cultura egemonicae culturesubalterne(see above). This book contained an important synthesis ofltalian demological studies 15 and contributed considerably to a conceptual systematization of
that field of research by offering a highly organized network of theoretical and
methodological information. Further, having considered folklore studies within
the wider framework of ethno -anthropological research, his work also contributed to a closer rapport among folklore study, ethnology, and cultural anthropo logy. As already mentioned, Cirese's definition of folklore as subordinate culture
is based on Gramsci's concept of the relationship between culture and social
classes . His choices and proposals have been often criticized , especially in recent

14 Among the initiatives on a national scale, is the interesting proposal for special forms of folklore collection (on
music, material culture, ceremonies, etc.),jointly sponsored by the Istitute Nazionale per ii Catalogo and by
the Museo Nazionale di Artie Tradizioni Popolari of Rome. A group of scholars, among whom D. Carpitella,J.
Recupero, and A. Rossi, edited this methodological material which was published as Ricerca e cataloga;(ione
delta culturapopolare(De Luca: Roma, 1978). On a regional level, the activity of the Regione Lombardia has
been particular! y important, under the direction ofR. Ley di, with the publication of a series of monograph stu ·
dies and collections and the establishing of discographic serials of folk music and songs. As it refers to museo graphic problems, see A.M. Cir ese, 1977.
I 5 For the English reader, see also Cirese, 1974. Itis the only comprehensive essay in the English language,dealing
with Italian folklore studies: history, methods, theories,collections, bibliography . It had been written, as early
as 1969, for a special issue of thejoumal of thefolklore Institute, oflndiana U niversi ta, edited by C. Bianco and also
containing essays by D. Carpi tell a (the only outline in the English language of Italian ethnomusicological studies), L. Lombardi Satriani (folklore as "culture of contestation"), and by G. Cocchiara (on G. Pitre). Various
editorial factors delayed the actual publication of that issue until 1974.
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times, but nevertheless, his approaches remain among the most stimulating and
systematic accomplishments of the last twenty years .
Other aspects characterizing the period were the publication of many ethnolo gical studies aiming at a radical criticism of the colonialistic origins of anthropo logy (see, for example, Lantemari, 1974, and Cerulli, 1977); a resumption of
research activities in extra-European areas, especially in Latin America; a deeper
involvement in economic anthropology (Solinas 1977) often with the contribu tion of historians (Grendi 1972); and finally, approaches to British social anthro pology - filtered through Italian philosophical positions - supported by B. Bernardi (1974). The theoretical correlation between structural-functionalism and
French marxism (Althusser) also stimulated folklore studies toward a certain
renewal. This was reflected in two studies on Sardinia both of which stressed from
different angles the causal priority of "relations of production", the first (Gallini
1973) in the analysis of the evil eye, and the second (Angioni 1974) in the study of
the social stratification of a peasant area. Though not following Malinowski's
fieldwork criteria, those two works have also given a significant contribution to
theoretical study applied to field observation.
A tendency to apply the results of semiotic and linguistic research to ethno anthropological study is reflected in works which supported a conc ept of "oral
mentality" (Carpitella 1973), or in wider projects of theoretical cooperation between semiotics and anthropology, mostly through the application of Greimas
(Buttitta 1979). Further, the field of ethno -linguistics appeared for the first time in
that period (Cardona 1976).
The seventies also produced important studies on Italian society and its chang ing processes, as well as on the social use of research data, especiall y by means of
anthropological inquiries based on quantitative methods - very close to sociological approaches (Tentori 1972, Tullio Al tan 1974, Signorelli 1977).

C) Dealing with a recent period, I find it less easy (than for the sixties ) to propose a series of sufficiently representative books. I shall therefore use another
point of reference, equally revealing for the scientific climate of those years: a brief
survey of the most significant conferences and meetings.
The first national congress of ethnomusicology (CongressoNationale di Etnomusicologia,Roma 1973) marked the accomplished autonomy of this discipline and
started a lively debate among ethnomusicologists, folklorists, anthropologists,
music historians, and musicologists. Its prevailing trends were orientated toward
theories of linguistics, with special reference to East-european functionalism
(Carpitella 1975). In 1974, there was a conference in Palermo with the title of
Magia comesegnoe comeconflitto(magic as sign and as struggle). The importance of
this event becomes clear if one considers how the surviving interest inJ. Frazer, on
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the one hand, and De Martino's w~rk on the other hand influenc ed Italian
research on the subject of magic. Apart from important contributions based on
historical (Bonomo) and on political approaches (Lombardi Satriani ), semiotic
methodology (Todorov, Buttitta, Miceli) was the dominant theme of that confer ence which saw the participation of folklorists, anthropologists, and linguists
(Buttitta 1979).

In 1976 a conference took place in Bologna on the subject Ponti orali: tra antropologia e storia (oral sources: betweeen anthropology and history). The theme, long
familiar to demological and anthropological study, was at that time being re-pro posed for discussion by the 'oral' historians of contemporary society and by specialists in African history. The conference sponsored by historians and anthropo logists, with the contribution of linguists and folklorists, stimulated an interdisciplina .ry improv emen t of m ethod s and mo re sophisti cat ed app roach es to the
problem of subj ectivity in oral sources (Berna r di, Poni, Tciulzi 1978). In 1978, an
international meeting of Sicilian anthropology in Palermo discussed the theme La
culturamaterialein Sicilia (material culture in Sicily). Museographical and agricultural studies, which had started a few years before, gained new strength with this
conference which also reinforced a general interest for crafts and other folkways of
the working classes. Participants came from the sectors of anthropology, folklore,
history, linguistics, and dialectology, and the themes approached forces, relations,
and means of production - were largely inspired by marxism and by semiotics
(Cultura materiale in Sicilia 1980). Also in 1978, an important international confer ence, held in Montecatini, Tuscany, attempted to achieve systematic cooperation
between anthropologists (of various specifications ) and 'pure' semioticians. The
common theme under discussion was Formeepratiche dellafesta (forms and practice of festive phenomena) which received scientific contributions from all over
the world. As the first of its kind - both in Italy or elsewhere the conference has
marked a meaningful moment of necessary reflection over descriptive and analytical methods for the study of ceremonial events (Bianco, Del Ninno, 1981).
Another important meeting was held in 1979 in Parma, on the very popular
theme of folk narrative, Tuttoefiaba (everything is folktale) 1980. The event was an
opportunity for interdisciplinary exchange on issues of common interest (such as
methods of structural analysis, psychoanalytical approaches, and so on) among
specialists of folklore, literature, and philology. Finally, 1979 was also the year of
another international meeting, sponsored by ethnologists, on the theme La ricerca
sul terreno(fieldwork). It was the first Italian initiative for a discussion on field
problems and empirical research and it sanctioned a common area for ethnology,
folklore, and cultural anthropology, all of which were widely represented there by
scholars from many countries . The dominant motif was the urgent necessity for a
systematic consideration of the methods and issues of empirical research (Ricerca
sul tereno1980).
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Although the above survey could only mention a few of the most important
meetings of the last decade, its overall informative potentials ought to be quit e
reliable. Italy does not have professional societies or analogous disciplinary organizations, whose yearl y official congresses would automatically produce a public
account of scientific activities, tendencies, and projects. Therefore, I decided to
refer to the Italian tradition of thematic conferences and meetings in order to offer
this brief survey of scientific moods, styles, tendencies, and theoretical preoccu pa tions of the present and, maybe, also of the near future.
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